The craft. The story. The impact.

Mandala Recipe Stand

32643 $42

Sustainably sourced mango wood is etched by
hand with mandala motifs, then whitewashed
to highlight the detail on this gorgeous recipe
stand. The stand fits both recipe books
and tablets! It also features a charger port
opening and a hinged, adjustable back for
various display angles.
A SERRV partner since 1976, this artisan
group, with 800+ artisans in more than 50 cooperatives and
family workshops throughout India, provides interest-free
loans, business and computer training, and fair wages. Many
of these artisans also received pantry staples when much of
India was locked down due to COVID.

Spurtle Utensil Set

37830 $28

This handy handmade teak wood
spurtle set is cut, sanded, and polished
to perfection. It’s food safe, and the
set features two long spatulas and
a long turner.
A SERRV partner since 1994, this
handcrafting group in Bali is made up of
nearly 100 artisans. Many are small family
workshops, and each gains access to international markets
and fair prices for their traditional handcrafts. This artisan
group also replants albizia trees to help combat deforestation
in Indonesia.

Organic Olive Oil

43106 $9

This delicious organic cold-pressed oil is the
winner of the Extra Gold Medal at the Premio Biol
competition in Italy, as well as one of the Top 100
Best in the World at EVOOLEUM. It’s perfect for
cooking and dipping, and pairs perfectly with a jar
of Traditional Za’atar seasoning!
A SERRV partner since 2003, the Arab olive
farmers in this group receive information on
organic farming, fair prices for their olives, and access to
local markets in Israel to sell them. Israeli and Palestinian
women collaborate to then craft this award-winning olive oil,
and together build a model of peaceful coexistence.

Global
Kitchen

Collection

Maya Denim Apron

46332 $36

This super cute kitchen apron is made
from recycled cotton denim
and has hand-stitched kantha
accents. It’s great for hiding
stains, and even better than that, it’s
machine washable! Each one has a
single pocket and an adjustable tie. A
matching potholder is also available.
A SERRV partner since 2008, this artisan
group in Bangladesh employs women
who escaped sex work and human trafficking on the streets
of Dhaka. A protective workplace, psychological support,
fair wages, and steady handcrafting income help them
start a new life.

Red Quail Pot Holder

65804 $18

This handmade cotton potholder features
thick stitched quilting padding, and a
screen-printed scarlet quail and floral
design. Store it using the attached hanging
loop. A matching apron is also available.
A SERRV partner since 1993, the felt-making artisans in this
group—90% of whom are women—receive not only support
to send their daughters to school in an area where this is
rare, but also access to paid maternity leave, which
is also rare. For many, handcrafting remains their only
source of income while much of Nepal faces lockdowns
due to COVID-19.

Quezon Mortar & Pestle

74497 $30

This eco-friendly wood mortar and pestle is
made with lightweight and fast-growing
acacia wood. Carved, sanded, and stained to
perfection, it makes a handsome sustainable
addition to your kitchen.
A SERRV partner since 1988, this artisan group
from the Philippines ensures 28 small producer groups
receive fair wages for their handcrafts, as well as product
design assistance, business training, and access to global
markets. Artisans also have access to medical and nutrition
programs, and receive training on sustainable agriculture.

Taste of South Africa Gift Set

Dragonfly Spoon Rests, Set of 2

82113 $18

92975 $18

This boxed set of spices and sauce from
South Africa is a perfect gift, or a great way
to try some global flavor! The set includes
a bottle of Zulu Fire Sauce, a spicy chili
sauce that’s perfect for marinades, and
mini Cape Garden Herbs and Garlic
Pepper spice grinders.

Dragonfly and botanical patterns are
beautiful complements to the white
and celadon glazes in these spoon
rests. Each one is expertly crafted in
the ancient Vietnamese village of Bat Trang, long
celebrated for its tradition of creating fine ceramics. They’re
also oven, microwave, and dishwasher safe!

A SERRV partner since 2014, this group
of farmers in South Africa receives
employment and fair prices for their crops
in an area where unemployment is high.
The women and men who package the products also receive
job training, access to health care, and payment of school
fees for hundreds of their children.

A SERRV partner since 1999, this artisan group in Vietnam
employs ethnic minorities, women and men with physical
disabilities, and victims of the dangerous Agent Orange
herbicide used during the Vietnam War. In each of their 70
producer groups across the country, artisans gain access to
sustainable and fair employment free of exploitation, and
essential healthcare. They also preserve precious traditional
craft techniques.

Taste of eSwatini Gift Set

84111 $18

10 Bean Soup Mix

Another great gift for yourself or someone else,
this set of four spicy chili sauces is a the perfect
way to try multiple flavors before picking your
favorite! The set includes sweet Pineapple,
bright Cayenne, flavorful Habanero, and
double spicy Peri-Peri sauces.
A SERRV partner since 2018, this group of
local chili farmers and artisans in eSwatini
includes women who support grandchildren
orphaned by HIV/AIDS. Each earns fair wages and gains
access to health clinics that provide general care and cancer
screenings. They also receive training on organic farming
that enables them to promote sustainable, responsible
farming in their community.

95185 $7.25

Hearty and healthy, this soup mix brings
together local ingredients, hand-mixed spices,
and a little love from Denver for a great meal
any time of the year. Just add water, garlic, and
tomatoes, and you have dinner for 6-8 people!
It’s also gluten free, kosher and vegan.
A SERRV partner since 1997, this group in Denver
helps women who struggle with obtaining and
keeping employment, and pays them fair and steady wages
for crafting and packaging soups and baking mixes. Each
participant in this transitional employment program also
receives 60 hours of job training classes, 50 hours of career
services assistance, and a positive work environment.
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